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QUERIES.

DR. N. S. TWIST (Normanton) asks whether readers can give
him any particulars of cases of double empyema which have
come under their notice.

ANSWERS.

TREATMENT OF CHILBLAINS.
DR. H. PRIEST SHANKS (Southall) writes: In reply to " X. Y. Z.,"

I have had some very good results from the application of acid.
sulph. dil. c. glycerini aa night and morning, or more fre-
quently. To be made more dilute for children, and not to be
used on " broken " chilblains.

DR. M. W. BROWDY (Glasgow) writes: I would recommend
" X. Y. Z. " to put his patient upon a course of strophanthus
and strychnine, and apply locally ung. iodi as suggested by
Ringer. I remember two cases, both farmers, where this
treatment was most efficacious. The extremities should be
kept warm, and as a prophylactic friction should be applied.

PSORIASIS.
DR. H. J. THORP (Ipswich) writes to advise " E. .J. D." to search

carefully for any departure from the highest standard of
health and endeavour to correct it. Conditions depressing
vitality are common, and require appropriate treatment.
He recommends the following treatment: ] Salicin gr. xv,
in water, three times a day, and the following lotion: I Liq.
carb. deterg. 8ss to I j, aquam Sviij; ft. lotio; to be sponged
freely over three times a day.

PRACTICE IN SOUTH AMERICA.
A. R.-(1) The rule, both in Rio Janeiro (Brazil) and in Buenos
Aires (Argentina), is that foreign medical graduates shall be
admitted to practice only after passing a qualifying examina-
tion before the medical authority of either place; this rule,
however, may be waived in Brazil in favour of the author of a
medical or surgical work deemed of importance. (2) In either
city a knowledge of Spanish is practically essential. (3) Brazil
and Argentina are both rapidly developing countries, but
otherwise there would seem to be no special opening in them
for either specialists or general practitioners from abroad.
(4) Both cities are much warmer in point of climate than
Great Britain, and Rio Janeiro is quite close to the tropical
zone. Buenos Aires, lying some ten degrees further away
from the equator, is in the subtropic zone; the climate is
esteemed pleasant. Further information regarding Rio
Janeiro can probably be obtained either from the Brazilian
Minister, 44, Grosvenor Place, or the Brazilian Consul for
London, Coventry HIouse, South Place, Finsbury, E.C.; and
respecting Buenos Aires from the Argentine Minister,
2, Palace Gate, W.. or theArgentine Consul-General, 3, Budge
Row, Cannon Street, E.C. In either instance it is to the
Consular officer that application should first be made.

LETTERS, NOTES, ETC.

AN EVACUATOR FOR ABDOMINAL FLUIDS.
DR. C. HAMILTON WHITEFORD (Plymouth) writes: In the
JOURNAL of October 28th, p. 1070, Professor Koch of Groningen
describes his evacuator for abdominal fluids. A similar
instrument, made for me nine years ago by Messrs. Reynolds
and Branson of Leeds, was described in the Mledical Awnual
for 1902.

THE USE OF OUR AUTHORITY.
DR. JAMES C. HOYLE (Upham) writes: In his address Mr.
Stephen Paget sets himself and others this problem: " What
would you do if the parents of a child with bad laryngeal
diphtheria absoluttely refused to let you give antitoxin ? It is
a difficult question. I hope I should have the courage to
give the antitoxin by stealth, taking that view of the conse-
quences which has been so well expressed by Lord Milner."
In my humble opinion, the question is not difficult. Under
such circumstances I should promptly retire once and for all
from the case. Further, while taking the same view of the
consequences as Lord Milner, I should include the parents as
being etiologically connected therewith.

GAS WARMING.
THE principle of the " Syphon stoves " (Clark's patent) seems
to be very effective in action and quite simple. The gas
burns within an enclosed chamber, drawing its air supply
from below. The heated air and combustion products then
pass directly upwards through a tube until they meet a baffle
plate; this turns them through two descending arms to a
chamber underneath the gas flame, where the combustion
products condense into liquid, which is daily removed. The
heat-producing capacity of the stoves is due partly to the con-
vection from the walls of the tubes through which the com-
bustion products pass, and partly to what remains of the
original heat when the air finally escapes after the passage
through the condensation chamber. Provision is made for
adding moisture to the air if this is desirable, as, for example,
when the stoves are used for the warming of conservatories.

A NEW VACCINE APPLIANCE.
E)UR attention has been invited by the Association for the
Supply of Pure Vaccine Lymph to a device which it is now
issuing for the purpose of facilitating the performance of
vaccination with success from the point of view both of the
production of good pustules and freedom from abnormal
inflammation. It consists of a somewhat wide calibred, but
otherwise ordinary, vaccine tube containing both the neces-
sary lymph and the instrument by which it is to be inoculated.
The latter is a small steel bar occupying about half the length
of the tube, its pointed end lying in contact with the lymph.
In use, after the arm has been washed, the sealed ends of the
tube are broken off and beadlets of lymph distributed on as
many spots as desired, such distribution being assisted if
necessary by slight pressure on the upper end of the steel bar.
The distribution completed, the steel bar or scarifier is pushed
sufficiently far through the remaining portion of the tube for
its sharp extremity to project. It is then lightly drawn across
the skin under the beads, care being taken not to use so much
pressure as to cause bleeding. The arm is then allowed to
dry in the ordinary way. The device seems worthy of atten-
tion, because the existence of the bar in the tube certainly
makes accurate distribution of the lymph easier than usual,
and the scarifier is ready for immediate use; it has been
sterilized before being sealed into the tube, and as only its
upper enid is touched by the linger in using it to distribute the
lymph its point remains sterile until completion of the opera-
tion. Should, however, the same tube be used for more than
one arm, as might often be the case, it would be necessary to
flame the sharp end of the bar in the ordinary way before
scratching the second arm. The price of these tubes, which
are sold under the name of the " Ejector," is Is. They hold
sufficient lymph for two vaccinations. Other information
desired can be obtained from the Secretary of the Associa-
tion, Mr. Edward Darke, 167, King's Road, Kingston Hill,
Suirriv.
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the British Medical Association at the General Post Office, London.
No responsibility will be accepted for any such remittance not so
safeguarded.
Advertisements should be delivered, addressed to thQ Manager,

429, Strand, London, not laterthan the first post on Wednesdaymorning
preceding publication, andl, if not paid for at the time, should be
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NOTE.-It is against the rulee of the Post Office to receive vostes
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ERRATUM.
IN the note on Professor Bergson's lectures on the soul, in the
JOURNAL for November 4th, p. 1218, col. 2, the word
" initiated " (line 19 from foot) was unfortunately printed for
" vitiated," the sense of the sentence being thus practically
reversed.
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